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GENEVA, Switzerland, Apr. 24, 2024 — DigiDNA is excited to announce the release of iMazing 
3 for macOS and Windows, a brand new version of the world's premier iPhone manager. 
iMazing 3 has been reimagined with a beautiful new user experience to complement its 
expansive feature set, which now includes support for connecting to Apple Vision Pro.

For nearly 20 years, the team behind iMazing has been providing capabilities beyond what 
Apple offers for working with iPhone, iPad, and iPod devices, as well as the data they contain, 
from a Mac or Windows PC.

iMazing 3 continues this trusted legacy as the most capable solution for working with Apple 
mobile devices locally, meaning no data leaves the computer.

Whether you're an individual, family, small business, or enterprise, iMazing provides unique 
features that improve the connection between your computer and mobile device, putting you 
in control of your data. This includes: message export, data transfer, device backups, device 
migration, data extraction, spyware analysis, and more. 

As Apple's mobile device ecosystem has expanded, so have iMazing's abilities. 

More information

• iMazing 3 Landing Page: imazing.com/v3
• Download Trial: imazing.com/download
• Pricing (in your local currency): imazing.com/store
• iMazing 3 Media Kit: imazing.com/media

Keep in touch

Email us (NFR license request): press@imazing.com
iMazing on Reddit: reddit.com/r/iMazing
Visit our YouTube channel: youtube.com/@DigiDNANetOfficial
iMazing on X (Twitter): twitter.com/digidna

“In the eight years since we released iMazing 2, regular updates have improved 
functionality and expanded device and OS support. To achieve our vision for iMazing 3, 
we had to redevelop our approach, with a modern user interface and new codebase 
that will allow us to deliver features in the future that no one else can offer.”

— Jérôme Bédat, CEO of DigiDNA. 

Powerful iPhone management, redesigned for the future.
Introducing iMazing 3 for macOS & Windows


